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Country Sink 9062.008
A vitreous china sink
reminiscent of farm
houses and rural
retreats. The Country
Sink offers beauty,
charm and versatility. If
you’re looking to make
a statement, American
Standard’s Country Sink
is the perfect addition
to your kitchen.

It’s probably the hardest working appliance
in the home—the kitchen sink. Day in and
day out, you trust your kitchen sink to look
good and work even harder. American
Standard’s lineup defines beauty, flexibility
and durability.

On the Cover: 4332.350 Pekoe®
Semi-Professional Kitchen Faucet

Prevoir™
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Quality, product design
and innovative conveniences
are evident through product
features such as deep bowls,
easy-care finishes, helpful
accessories and inclusion
of installation hardware.

Prevoir 29" Luxury Single Bowl Kitchen Sink

Prevoir Undermount Sinks
35" x 18" x 9" 12CR.361800
29" x 18" x 10" 12SB.301800
These hand fabricated 18 gauge
undermount sinks with easy
to clean commercial satin finish
all boast 10 mm radius corners,
come standard with sound
dampening and moisture
control insulation and include
stainless steel bottom grids
and waste fittings. Available
in a variety of Single Bowl,
Double Bowl and Combination
Bowl sizes.

Prevoir 16-3/4" Single
Bowl Undermount Sink
14SB.191700
18 gauge, 18/10 Stainless
Steel single bowl
undermount sink

Prevoir 31-1/2" Double
Bowl Combination Sink
14CR.331900
18 gauge, 18/10
Stainless Steel double
bowl undermount sink

Prevoir 41" Triple Bowl
Combination Sink
16TB.411900
18 gauge, 18/10
Stainless Steel triple
bowl undermount sink

Sink Finishes

Brushed
Stainless 073

33 3/8" Double Bowl
Top Mount Sink
15DB.332211 1-Hole Sink
15DB.332283 3-Hole Sink
15DB.332284 4-Hole Sink
18 gauge, 18/10 Stainless Steel
double bowl top mount sink
Accessory Finish

Brushed Satin
290

Stainless Steel
075

Prevoir™
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Helpful Accessories
Your kitchen is much more than a
place to wash dishes. Well-designed
accessories expand the kitchen space
into a complete food preparation
area—bottom grids and drain baskets
simplify the art of preparing a
meal. No matter how you choose to
prepare—slice, dice, drain and strain,
accessories that are truly functional
will please any chef.

Bottom Grid
Protects the sink
from scratches,
is hygienic and
dishwasher safe.

Prevoir Single Bowl Undermount Sink

10 mm Radius Corners
The radius on a sink corner
can change the appearance
and utility of a sink. The 10 mm
radius on our luxury sinks have
crisp corners which enlarges
the bowl; beautifully simple
and easy to clean.

Prevoir Top Mount Sinks
15DB.332283
18 gauge top mount sinks
available in a variety of
Single Bowl, Double Bowl
and Combination Bowl sizes.
Choose from single hole,
3-hole and 4-hole faucet
configurations.

Sound Dampening Feature
Our stainless steel sink line
provides added benefits
such as sound dampening
and moisture control through
spray-on insulation and
special sound pads.

Colander

Sink Clips

Great accessory for rinsing
cutlery or produce.

Oversized, durable sink clips
with 3-way tightening system.

Limited Lifetime Warranty
Prevoir sinks are guaranteed against defects
in material and workmanship for any normal
residential purpose for which it is intended,
for as long as you own the sink.
Accessories are guaranteed against defects
in material and workmanship for any normal
residential purpose for which it is intended for
a period of one year from date of purchase.

Kitchen Faucets
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Portsmouth® High-Arc Kitchen Faucet with Spray and Bar Faucet

From pots and pans to boiling water
and messy food deposits, your kitchen
takes a lot of abuse. Our tough, yet
beautiful kitchen faucets are brimming
with innovative features and options
that help you handle the hustle and
bustle of kitchen life with ease and style.

Faucets
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American Standard® kitchen faucets are built
with quality that is second to none. From our most
basic faucet styles, through luxury, our kitchen
faucets feature:

Drip Free Ceramic
Disc Valves

Trusted Materials

Our Ceramic Disc Valves
are maintenance-free,
and provide a lifetime
of smooth handle
control, even in extreme
temperature or hard
water conditions.

Brass Waterways

Easy, Flexible
Installation

Easy To Use

Factory Installed Pull-Out
Spray Heads and Hoses

Intuitive Toggle
Buttons
ADA Metal
Lever Handles
Ergonomic
Pull-Out Sprays
SPRAY

Luxury Installation
(Mounts on 2" Decks)

Flexible Stainless
Steel Supply Hoses

Lead Free. Through our
innovative brass alloy
formulation, all of our sink
faucets are certified lead
free*, while maintaining
our quality, performance,
and unmatched style.
*As defined under applicable federal and state laws

STREAM

Water Efficient
Models Available

Colony® Soft Pull-Down
Kitchen Faucet

3-FUNCTION
SPRAY EASILY
TOGGLES AT
THE TOUCH OF
A BUTTON

PAUSE

Pre-Attached Flexible
Stainless Steel Supplies

Durable Brass Spouts

Portsmouth®
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Vintage. Featuring iconic details
inspired by Colonial Virginia,
the new Portsmouth collection
of kitchen and bar faucets
from American Standard offers
convenient, modern functionality
with a classic sense of style for
cookery and entertaining.

Portsmouth Single Control
with Side Spray 4285.001
The heavy duty cast-brass
swivel spout stands up
to tough kitchen use,
including knocks from
heavy pots and pans.

Portsmouth Two-Handle
with Side Spray 4285.501
Multiple two-handle
spout heights and
designs to choose from.

Portsmouth Single
Control Pull-Out 4285.100
Discrete pull-out spray
head. Ergonomic toggle
on underside to change
spray functions.

Portsmouth TwoHandle High-Arc with
Side Spray 4285.551
Multiple two-handle
spout heights and
designs to choose from.

Faucet Finishes

Polished
Chrome 002

Stainless Steel
(PVD) 075

Oil Rubbed
Bronze 224

Portsmouth Single
Control High-Arc with
Side Spray 4285.051
Sturdy brass swivel
spout. Durable
ceramic disc valves
provide a lifetime of
drip free performance.

Portsmouth Pull-Out Kitchen Faucet

Portsmouth 3-Function
Pull-Down 4285.300
The kitchen spray
easily toggles between
functions at the touch of
a button. A convenient
pause function makes
it ideal for watering
plants or filling a pot.

Portsmouth SingleFunction Bar PullDown 4285.410
This complementary
bar faucet is perfect
for your entertaining
needs with pulldown functionality.

Portsmouth TwoHandle Bar 4285.420
This complementary
bar faucet is perfect
for your entertaining
needs.

Quince®
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Graceful. Contemporary silhouettes are paired
perfectly with smart design and solid craftsmanship
in American Standard’s Quince kitchen faucet
collection. Ideal for food prep, entertaining, cleanup,
and more, Quince kitchen faucets offer superior
performance for a variety of kitchen tasks. Their
sleek swivel spouts and single lever convenience
allow you to control both temperature and flow rate.
Quince Pull-Down Bar Faucet

Quince High-Arc Pull-Out Kitchen Faucet

Quince SemiProfessional 4433.350
Takes style and
performance to a
professional level. The
multi-functional spray
easily toggles between
spray, stream or pause.

Quince High-Arc
Pull-Down 4433.300
Brings an air of modern
luxury to the kitchen.
Features a convenient
“pause” function.

Faucet Finishes

Polished
Chrome 002

Stainless Steel
(PVD) 075

Oil Rubbed
Bronze 224

Quince Pull-Down
Bar 4433.410
This complementary
bar faucet is perfect
for your entertaining
needs.

Quince High-Arc
Pull-Out 4433.150
Exceptional clearance
with pull-out functionality.
Features an easy to
clean spray face.

Quince Single Control
Pull-Out 4433.100
Discrete pull-out
feature. Easily toggles
between aerated spray
and stream spray.

Quince Single Control
with Side Spray
4433.001
The heavy duty castbrass swivel spout
stands up to tough
kitchen use, including
knocks from heavy
pots and pans.

Pekoe®

Arch™

High-function. The Pekoe kitchen faucet collection
offers stylish simplicity with models to suit every
kitchen design recipe. Options include high-arcing
faucets sized for kitchen and bar sinks, pull-down
and semi-professional models. Pekoe faucets
are designed to complement natural countertop
surfaces with single-hole installation for a clean,
contemporary kitchenscape.
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Defined. Inspired by the work of architect Eero
Saarinen, designer of the Gateway Arch in St. Louis,
the Arch kitchen faucet collection brings a new
definition of contemporary design to kitchen function.
Models include both high-arcing and conventional
height spouts with and without pull-out sprays.

Faucet Finishes

Polished
Chrome 002

Stainless Steel
(PVD) 075

Arch Kitchen Faucet

Pekoe Semi-Professional Kitchen Faucet

Pekoe SemiProfessional
4332.350
Takes style and
performance to a
professional level.
Switch from stream
to spray with a
touch of a button.

Arch Single Lever
with Spray 4101.301
This sleek high-arc brass
swivel spout easily extends
over large pots. Offers
a lifetime of drip free
performance.

Arch Pull-Out
4101.350 and 4101.100
The streamlined Arch pull-outs offer clean
styling ideally designed for a contemporary
kitchenscape. A comfortable underside
toggle button allows for easy adjustment
from stream to spray.

Colony® Soft
Pull-down and pull-out kitchen faucets.

Pekoe Pull-Down
4332.300
Ergonomic spray
head and metal lever
handle. The pull-down
adjustable spray lets
you take full advantage
of the entire sink area.

Faucet Finishes

Polished
Chrome 002

Pekoe Pull-Down Bar
4332.410
The convenient twofunction pull-down
spray head makes
preparation and
clean up a breeze.

Colony Soft Pull-Down 4175.300
Featuring a high-arc swivel spout and
an ergonomic, three-function spray,
the pull-down delivers the utmost in
functionality, style and affordability.
Faucet Finishes

Stainless Steel
(PVD) 075

Polished
Chrome 002

Stainless Steel
(PVD) 075

Matte Black
242

Colony Soft Pull-Out 4175.100
Combines a fresh and clean appearance
with new functionality. Features a
decorative arched spout with a comfortable
curved handle to fit any décor.

Heritage®

Hampton®

Historic. Heritage wall-mounted faucets offer
a timeless look, durable construction, and
unbeatable performance.
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Charming. The English-inspired Hampton faucet
collection is the epitome of traditional style and charm.

Faucet Finishes

Polished
Chrome 002

Hampton Two-Handle Bar Faucet

Satin Nickel
(PVD) 295

Oil Rubbed
Bronze 224

Hampton Two-Handle
Hampton Undermount Twowith Spray 4771.732
Handle with Spray 4751.732
Beautiful, traditional, brass two-handle faucets featuring ceramic
disc valves for a lifetime of drip free performance. Comes with a
color-matched side spray to complete this elegant look.

Reliant®
Heritage Wall-Mount Faucet with Soap Dish 7295.252

Sturdy. Reliant pull-out kitchen faucets feature
an oversized spray-activation button and
WhisperGlide® hose making it one of the easiest,
smoothest and most quiet faucets to use.
Reliant Pull-Out Kitchen Faucet 4205.104

Heritage Wall-Mount Gooseneck
Spout Faucet 7293.252

Heritage Wall-Mount Faucet
7298.252

Faucet Finish

Faucet Finishes

Polished
Chrome 002

Polished
Chrome 002

Stainless Steel
(PVD) 075

Quince® Semi-Professional Kitchen Faucet

To visit a showroom in your area please call 1-800-442-1902
or visit our website at www.americanstandard.com
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